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INTRODUCTION
Heat and mass transfer in flows with a condensable com-
ponent are important characteristics of systems ranging from
large-scale atmospheric flows to microchip cooling systems.
Investigating the interplay of the phase transition and the tur-
bulence of the flow remains an important objective for highly
resolved numerical simulations [1]. In this work, single phase
direct numerical simulations (DNS) of turbulent flow of hu-
mid air along a channel are performed and coupled with a
simplified condensation model. This approach provides full
information on the flow while simultaneously incorporating
selected aspects of the phase transition into the calculation.
In particular, the release of latent heat and the deposition of
droplets at the channel wall during condensation events are
included for this investigation.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Assuming incompressible fluid,
∇ · ~u = 0, (1)
the evolution of fluid velocity and temperature is given by
∂~u
∂t
+ (~u · ∇)~u = −1
ρ




+∇ · (~uT ) = κ∇2T + σT (3)
with kinematic viscosity ν and thermal diffusivity κ. Addi-
tionally, the condensable component of the fluid is described
via the vapor concentration,
∂c
∂t
+∇ · (~uc) = D∇2c− σc, (4)
where D is the mass diffusivity. The force term ~f is given by
the buoyant forces due to density changing with both tem-
perature and vapor concentration [2], linearized as per the
Boussinesq approximation,
~f = βT (T − Tref )~g + βc(c− cref )~g. (5)
Here, βT = 1/ρref ∂ρ/∂T |Tref is the thermal and βc =
1/ρref ∂ρ/∂c|cref the solutal expansion coefficient of the fluid
mixture. Phase change effects are included using the source
terms
σc = (c− csat (T ))/∆t if c > csat (T ), else 0, (6)
which describes the instantaneous removal of vapor from
the system if oversaturation conditions are met, and σT =
σc hv/cp, which in turn adds the corresponding amount of la-
tent heat hv to the fluid with heat capacity cp. The liquid
phase is not simulated, but the amount of accumulating con-
densate is tracked for each computational cell.
NUMERICAL SETUP
The channel is set up in a vertical configuration, with grav-
ity acting in the direction of the mean flow. Cyclic boundary
conditions are employed in the spanwise direction of the chan-
nel. The presence of the source terms for the scalar fields sug-
gests a departure from streamwise periodic boundaries for the
investigation domain. A biperiodic precursor domain is cou-
pled to the investigation domain, providing a velocity inflow
boundary condition consistent with fully developed isothermal
turbulent channel flow to the aperiodic domain [3]. Imperme-
able walls separated by a distance 2δ comprise the channel
boundaries. No-slip conditions are imposed on the velocity.
An isothermal boundary is set at one of the walls, with wall
temperature Tw below the temperature at the inlet Tin on the
one hand, providing a cooling effect on the flow, and below
the saturation temperature at the inlet Tsat (cin ) on the other
hand, facilitating the onset of condensation in the forming
thermal boundary layer. The opposite wall is kept adiabatic
to eliminate additional perturbation of the scalar fields.
The DNS is performed with the finite volume code Open-
FOAM, using second order central differences and an explicit
leapfrog-Euler time marching scheme [4]. A projection method
is used to couple velocity and pressure to satisfy the con-
tinuity condition. Both the precursor and the investigation
domain are discretized using hexahedral cells with a resolution
of ∆x+ = 5.3 along the streamwise direction, ∆z+ = 0.27 for
the spanwise direction and ranging from ∆y+ = 0.2 – 3.3 from
the walls to the bulk in the wall-normal direction.
Flow with a bulk Reynolds number Reδ = 2000 is en-
forced by a fixed volume flux applied at the inlet. Thermal
and mass diffusion are characterized by the Prandtl number
Pr = 0.76 and Schmidt number Sc = 0.65, respectively. The
thermal and solutal contributions comprise the Grashof num-
ber Gr = gδ3/ν2 (βT∆T + βc∆c) = 38840. The ratio of latent
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Figure 1: Instantaneous distribution of the vapor source term
at the cooled wall. The footprint of the coherent sweeps re-
sponsible for wall-normal transport is visible in the pattern of
condensation.
heat to the associated temperature change is given by the
Jakob number Ja = 0.012. The transport properties are cho-
sen to reflect a system of air with trace amounts of water
vapor.
RESULTS
After five viscous time units, the simulation reaches a sta-
tistically steady state and temporal averaging is performed
until the first and second statistical moments are converged.
Additionally, averaging is performed along the periodic span-
wise direction of the channel. The average velocity field is
analyzed conditioned on the instantaneous local fluctuations
of temperature and vapor concentration. Analysis provides in-
sight into the way the turbulent flow structures determine the
convective transport of the scalar fields. Humidity is carried
towards the cooled wall by coherent sweeps, depositing con-
densate in longitudinal streaks along the length of the channel
(Figure 1). The latent heat released in the phase transition
modifies the thermal boundary layer, partially counteracting
the cooling effect of the wall.
To investigate the effect of the surface modification due
to condensate deposition, the channel wall is deformed in or-
der to imitate the the surface roughness caused by condensate
droplets. The agglomeration of the liquid phase deposited
along the wall into droplets is modeled preserving informa-
tion on condensate mass and spatial distribution obtained
from the DNS. Density-based spatial clustering for applica-
tions with noise (DBSCAN) [5] is used to identify connected
regions with significantly increased condensate accumulation
at the cooled wall. The condensate mass contained in these
clusters is then combined, and a droplet with identical mass is
positioned at a location representative of the original region.
As a first approximation, hemispherical droplets are shown in
Figure 2, but more sophisticated shapes determined by the
interface energies and gravity will be used in the future for
a more accurate representation of the physical system. The
deformation of the surface is diffused into the volume mesh
using radial basis functions to ensure mesh quality and reso-
lution requirements.
CONCLUSION
Single-phase DNS was performed for cooled turbulent chan-
nel flow of a mixture of water vapor and air. Condensation
was incorporated into the simulation by introducing source
terms into the transport equations for temperature and vapor
concentration, which were determined by a local oversatura-
Figure 2: Hemispherical droplets at locations representing re-
gions of high condensate accumulation along the cooled chan-
nel wall. Droplet radii are not to scale.
tion condition. Using this approach, the interaction of selected
aspects of the phase transition with the turbulent flow could
be investigated in a macroscopic system without incurring the
high computational costs of a multiphase simulation.
The coherent structures present in the turbulent flow could
be shown to influence the spatial distribution of condensation
events at the cooled wall. This information was then used by
a clustering algorithm to calculate the mass and position of
equivalent droplets, which were then modeled by deforming
the channel wall to simulate the changed boundary conditions
due to condensate droplet agglomeration.
At the conference, further results concerning the inter-
action of the turbulent flow structures with these modeled
droplets and the resulting modifications of heat and mass
transfer along the channel will be presented.
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